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Abstract: For the improvement of automatic 
manufacturing system robot application are used in 
production section in consumer industries. The 
installation of robotics component is very complex 
and automated through computer vision and 
intelligence. The working of high speed robot 
occurred some fault and error problem in 
production process. These fault and error process 
effect the rate of production and deceases the 
reliability factor of industries. For the improvement 
of reliability and diagnoses of fault various model 
and methods are used such as fault analysis tree, 
fault analysis and management and Markova model 
process of production. Failure of the robot results in 
production line down-time and, in some cases, 
damage to the product that is being processed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The concept of developing highly automated tools 
and techniques for applications in automated 
production, including automated production robots, is 
maturing. Along with more experience, the 
motivation which justifies this application is 
becoming clearer. Some preconceptions from the 
recent past are being supported by current experience 
- some are not. One motivating factor which is 
emerging as even more significant as was anticipated 
is the issue of reliability and quality of the automated 
production. Quality as an issue in manufacturing 
automation, including manufacturing with robots, has 
been with us for a long period of time. Examples 
from this history are relevant to automated production 
robotics. Programs to improve the quality of 
manufactured products have long been recognized as 
an important part of successful manufacturing. Simon 
in The Shape of automation intimately links the 
principle of comparative advantage with the role of 

quality and reliability in manufacturing [6]. More 
recently in the popular book by Peters and Waterman, 
In Search of Excellence, the theme of high quality is 
woven throughout their arguments. They highlight 
this principle in their conclusion that "one of the basic 
tenets of excellent companies is a belief in superior 
quality and service. Robot manipulators have been 
contributing to the advancement of automation for 
machining and assembling processes but a lot of tasks 
are still left for manual works, especially assembly. 
For promotion of automation, we survey and discuss 
the problem of conventional industrial robot and the 
requirement for future industrial robot. The results are 
mentioned below and we can point out that the fatal 
problems in general application is programming. In 
addition, it is necessary for complicated assembly 
task to develop high speed of force control. The 
conventional programming and playback is essential 
to industrial robot and spends much time and cost. 
Robotic intelligence is ultimate solution, but difficult. 
The off-line programming method is another possible 
solution. A fault is an abnormal state of a machine or 
a system such as dysfunction or malfunction of a part, 
an assembly, or the whole system. As machines 
become larger and more complex with industrial 
development, the costs and technical know-how 
required for system maintenance increases 
substantially. Fast and precise identification of faults 
and problems in equipments makes a crucial 
contribution to the enhancement of reliability in 
manufacturing and efficiency in product testing. The 
rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II 
discuss FTA tree. The Section III Modified process of 
FTA IV experimental setup followed by a conclusion 
in Section V. 

II. ROBOT FAULT ANALYSIS 

In Robotics, path planning has been an area gaining a 
major thrust and is being intensively researched 
nowadays. This planning depends on the 
environmental conditions they have to operate on. 
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Unlike industrial robots, service robots have to 
operate in unpredictable and unstructured 
environments. Such robots are constantly faced with 
new situations for which there are no pre programmed 
motions [18]. Thus, these robots have to plan their 
own motions.  Fault Path planning for service robots 
are much more difficult due to several reasons. First, 
the planning has to be sensor-based, implying 
incomplete and inaccurate world models. Second, the 
real time constraints, provides only limited resources 
for planning. Third, due to incomplete models of the 
environment, planning could involve secondary 
objectives, with the goal to reduce the uncertainty 
about the environment. Navigation for industrial 
robots is closely related to sensor-based path planning 
in 2D, and can be considered as a mature area of 
research. Industrial robot robots navigation in 
dynamic environments represents still a challenge for 
real world applications. The robot should be able to 
reach its goal position, navigating safely amongst, 
people or vehicles in motion, facing the implicit 
uncertainty of the surrounding world. Because of the 
need for highly responsive algorithms, prior research 
on dynamic planning has focused on re-using 
information from previous queries across a series of 
planning iterations. The dynamic path-planning 
problem consists in finding a suitable plan for each 
new configuration of the environment by re 
computing a fault free path using the new information 
available at each time step. The problem of fault 
detection or contact determination between two or 
more objects is fundamental to computer animation, 
physical based modeling, molecular modeling, 
computer simulated environments (e.g. virtual 
environments) and robot motion planning. In robotics, 
an essential component of robot motion planning and 
fault avoidance is a geometric reasoning system 
which can detect potential contacts and determine the 
exact fault points between the robot and the obstacles 
in the workspace. The robot and obstacle geometry is 
described in a 2D or 3D workspace, while the motion 
is represented as a path in (possibly higher-
dimensional) configuration space. A configuration 
describes the pose of the robot, and the configuration 
space C is the set of all possible configurations. If the 
robot is a single point (zero-sized) translating in a 2-
dimensional plane (the workspace), C is a plane, and 
a configuration can be represented using two 
parameters (x, y). The indoor physical environment is 
represented as two dimensional arrays of cells. Each 
cell of the map contains two kinds of configuration 
space depending upon the status of obstacles known 

as free space and obstacle space. The term ‘path 
planning’ usually refers to the creation of an overall 
motion plan from a start to a goal location. Most path 
planners create a path plan in C-space and then use 
obstacle avoidance to modify this plan as needed. The 
idea of using C-space for motion planning was first 
introduced by Lozano-Perez and Wesley. The idea for 
motion planning in Space is to ‘grow’ C-space 
obstacles from physical obstacles while shrinking the 
industrial robot down to a single point. In the cell 
decomposition approach to motion planning, the free 
C-space in the robot environment is decomposed into 
disjoint cells which have interiors where planning is 
simple [19]. The planning process then consists of 
locating the cells in which the start and goal 
configurations are and then finding a path between 
these cells using adjacency relationships between the 
cells. Fault Detection and Avoidance plays a vital role 
in industrial robot applications. Algorithms are used 
to achieve this. This Fault Detection and Avoidance is 
also employed in various other applications like 
simulated computer games, unmanned vehicle 
guidance in military based applications, etc. In these 
applications the Fault detection strategy is achieved 
by checking whether the objects overlap in space or if 
their boundaries intersect each other during their 
movement. The obstacle avoidance problem for 
robotics can be divided into three major areas. These 
are mapping the world, determining distances 
between manipulators and other objects in the world, 
and deciding how to move a given manipulator such 
that it best avoids contact with other objects in the 
world. Unless distances are determined directly from 
the physical world using range-finding hardware, they 
are calculated from the world model that is stored 
during the world mapping process. These calculations 
are largely based on the types of objects that are used 
to model the world. GJK supports mappings for 
reading the geometry of an object [17]. A support 
mapping fully describes the geometry of a convex 
object and can be viewed as an implicit representation 
of the object. The class of objects recursively 
constructed are • Convex primitives 

• Polytypic (line segments, triangles, boxes and other 
convex polyhedral) 

• Quadrics (spheres, cones and cylinders) 

• Images of convex objects under affine 
transformation 

• Minkowski sums of two convex objects 
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• Convex hulls of a collection of convex objects 

• Convex Polyhedral and Fault Detection 

Convex polyhedral have been studied extensively in 
the context of the minimum distance problem. The 
reason is that the minimum distance problem in this 
case can be cast as a linear programming problem, 
allowing us to use well-known results from convex 
optimization. The algorithms for convex polyhedra 
fall into two main categories: simplex based and 
feature-based. The simplex-based algorithms treat the 
polyhedron as the convex hull of a point set and 
perform operations on simplexes defined by subsets 
of these points. Feature-based algorithms, on the 
other hand, treat the polyhedron as a set of features, 
where the different features are the vertices, edges 
and faces of the polyhedron. 

III Method for path Selection 

The ACO was originally applied to solve the classical 
travelling salesman problem where it was shown to be 
an effective tool in finding good solutions. The ACO 
has also been successfully applied to other 
optimization problems including data mining, 
telecommunications networks, vehicle routing, etc. 
ACO makes probabilistic decision in terms of the 
artificial pheromone trails and the local heuristic 
information. This allows ACO to explore larger 
number of solutions than greedy heuristics. Another 
characteristic of the ACO algorithm is the pheromone 
trail evaporation, which is a process that leads to 
decreasing the pheromone trail intensity over time. 
Pheromone evaporation helps in avoiding rapid 
convergence of the algorithm towards a sub-optimal 
region. ACO algorithm is used for feature subset 
selection in that ACO makes probabilistic decisions 
in terms of the artificial pheromone trails and the 
local heuristic information. Feature subset is 
generated using ACO by eliminating redundant and 
noisy features result in good predictive performance 
and reduced computation. We proposed a new data 
point subset selection method for finding similarity 
matrix for clustering without alteration of support 
vector clustering. The proposed data point subset 
selection method is based on ant colony optimization; 
ant colony optimization is very famous meta-heuristic 
function for searching/finding similarity of data. In 
this method, we have introduced continuity of ants for 
similar data points and dissimilar data points collect 
into next node. In this process, ACO finds optimal 
selection of data point subset. Suppose ants find data 

points of similarity in continuous root. Every ant of 
data points compares their property value according 
to initial data point set. When deciding data is noise 
and outlier, we should consider two factors: 
importance degree and easiness degree of noise and 
outliers. While walking ants deposit pheromone on 
the ground according to importance of the outlier and 
follow, in probability pheromone previously laid by 
other ants and the easiness degree of the noise.   

Let D be the fault section and m be the 
number of ants, importance degree a1, a2,…., an is c1, 
c2 ,c3..cn, the appetency of solutions searched by two 
ants is defined as  

App (i, j) = ….………………..(1) 

where ci and cj is the importance of noise and outlier 
path. The concentration of the solution (1) is defined 
as  

Con (i+j)=   ……………….(2) 

where  δi  and  δj is the number of ants whose 
appetency with other ants is bigger than α; α can be 
defined as m/10, then the incremented pheromone 
deposited by ants is  

∆τi =Q.βi /Con (i+j)…… …….(3) 

where Q is constant.  

Each level of pheromone modeled by means 
of a matrix τ where τij(t)  contains the level of 
pheromone deposited in the node i and j at time t, ant 
k in node i will select the next node j to visit with 
probability, 

……….(4) 

where ηij represents heuristic information about the 
problem which can be defined as the easiness of the 
path. The heuristic desirability of traversal and edge 
pheromone levels are combined to form the so-called 
probabilistic transition rule is given in equation (4), 
denoting the probability of an ant at data point i 
choosing to travel to data point j at time t.  

Direct search in the best solution need global 
update rule applied as:  
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          τ (t+1) = (1-ρ). τij (t) +  ρ.∆ τij……………(5) 

where 𝜌(0 < 𝜌 ≤ 1)  is a parameter that control the 
pheromone evaporation. 

The steps of the proposed ACO based data 
preprocessing procedure for fault (FAULT-ACO) are 
as follows: 

Step 1: Initialization of ants and degree of importance 
for the acceptance of data point selection: The 
appetency of solutions searched by two ants is 
defined as  

App (i, j) = ….…………(1) 

where ci and cj is the importance of noise and outlier 
path. 

Step 2: Find the acceptance solution on given 
parameter of degree of acceptance: The concentration 
of the solution (1) is defined as  

Con (i+j) =   ………….(2) 

where  δi  and  δj is the number of ants whose 
appetency with other ants is bigger than α; α can be 
defined as m/10, where m is the number of ants. 

Step 3: Check the acceptancy of the data point and 
update the value of pheromone with amount of ∆τi: 
the incremented pheromone deposited by ants is 

∆τi =Q.βi /Con(i+j)…… …….(3) 

where Q is constant.  

Step 4: Generate the data point selection matrix after 
the increment of pheromone value and selected data 
points: Each level of pheromone modeled by means 
of a matrix τ where τij(t)  contains the level of 
pheromone deposited in the node i and j at time t, ant 
k in node i will select the next node j to visit with 
probability, 

….(4) 

where ηij represents heuristic information about the 
problem which can be defined as the easiness of the 
path (ηij is the heuristic desirability of choosing data 

point j when at data point i),  is the set of 
neighbor nodes of node i which have not yet been 

visited by the ant k. α > 0, β > 0 are two parameters 
that determine the relative importance of the 
pheromone value and heuristic information, and τij(t)  
is the amount of virtual pheromone on edge (i,j). 

Step 5: Iterate and check data point matrix for 
processing of FAULT mapping: Direct search in the 
best solution need global update rule applied as:  

                         τ (t+1) = (1-ρ). τij (t) +  ρ.∆ 
τij………………(5) 

Where 𝜌(0 < 𝜌 ≤ 1)  is a parameter that controls the 
pheromone evaporation? 

Step 6: Finally, data point matrix is passed to FAULT 
algorithm for obtaining final clustering results.  

 

Fig1. Path Selection Process of  Fault Analysis 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

To evaluate the performance of proposed method of 
fault analysis of industrial robot based on ant colony 
optimization we have use MATLAB software 7.8.0 
with a variety of angular data used for experimental 
task. MATLAB is a software package for high- 
performance numerical computation and visualization 
[36]. It provides an interactive environment with 
hundreds of built-in function for technical 
computation, graphics and animation. Best of all, it 
also provides easy extensibility with its own high- 
level programming language. The MATLAB stands 
for matrix laboratory. There are also several optional 
"toolboxes” available from the developers of 
MATLAB. These toolboxes are collections of 
functions written for special applications such as 
symbolic computation, image processing, statistics, 
control system design, neural networks etc. the list of 
toolboxes keeps growing with time. There are now 
more than 50 such toolboxes. One of the best features 
of MATLAB is its platform independence [22]. 

 

Fig.2 Component Analysis of Automatic Industrial 
Robot for Angular Velocity and Time Respone for 
Processing of fault Tree Data 

 

Fig.3 The Data Amplitude and Time Respone of 
Robot Arm for Validation of Fault Occured in the 
Process of Automatic Manufacturing and The change 
the value of Fault Path with Certain Amount of 
Constant 

 

Fig. 4 Ant Path Selection for Robot Arm in Fault Tree 
in Robot moved with Angular    

Method of 
fault 

analysis 

Path selection 
parameter 

Path loss 

FTA 13 9.0567 
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FTA-ANT 13 7.890 

FTA 9 8.670 

FTA-ANT 9 6.789 

 
Table1 Comparative result Analysis 

 
Fig. 5 Comparative Result Analysis for Fault 
Analysis using FTA and FTA-ANT. The Loss of 
Fault Path Decrease in Ant Process in Compression of 
FTA 

V CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we applied ant colony optimization 
analysis in the pre-processing of data used in the fault 
diagnostics of industrial robots. The output of FTA 
was then used as the input of a Ant Colony System 
classifier whose output predicts the state of the 
industrial robot. As states we considered the normal 
operation and 5 faulty conditions which are: brake 
drag (high &medium), collision (hard & soft) with 
external obstruction and incorrect motor commutation 
(phase angle). Verification of the proposed algorithm 
was performed off-line using experimental data 
obtained from an industrial robot used in the 
semiconductor manufacturing industry. The FTA was 
excellent for data reduction and capturing the 

required features of the signal needed for the Ant 
Colony System training. The experimental results 
showed that the Ant Colony System classifier had a 
very high fault detection success rate (around or 
above 90%) for all faults. However, it showed 
difficulty distinguishing between the hard and soft 
collisions. Combining these two relevant faulty 
conditions into one fault that of just “collision” the 
Ant Colony System based classifier achieves a high 
rate of success For that fault too. Now in current 
scenario growth of automatic manufacturing 
industries is increase. The high speed production for 
customer demand supply and reliability of 
manufacturing need a fast process of fault analysis for 
starting a process of production 
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